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4 PERCENT THICKNESS ON A SLENDER BODY 

By William E. Palmer and Dale L. Burrows 

SUMMARY 

An investigation has been made in the Langley transonic blowdown 
tunnel to compare the static longitudinal characteristics of an aspect
ratio-4 delta wing, an aspect-ratio-3 delta wing, and a swept wing 
(closely approaching a clipped delta Wing) of aspect ratio 3 with 
450 leading-edge sweep and a taper ratio of 0.2. All wings had NACA 
65A004 airfoil sections streamwise. The Mach number range was from 0.67 
to l.38 at angles of attack as high as 200 • At low angles of attack, the 
Reynolds number was about 5 X l06. 

Results of the investigation indicate that, through the Mach number· 
range tested, the aspect-ratio-4 delta wing had the highest lift-curve 
slope at zero lift and the highest value of lift-drag ratio; and the 
aspect-ratio-3 delta wing had the least shift of aerodynamic center in 
going from subsonic to supersonic speeds. Reduction of the aspect ratio 
by clipping the tips had less adverse effect on all aerodynamic charac
teristics than did a reduction of aspect ratio by increasing the sweep 
angle; so, in general, the clipped-wing configuration had better charac
teristics than the full delta-wing configuration of the same aspect ratio. 
All wings exhibited a slight joggle in the lift curves and a destabilizing 
joggle in the pitching-moment curves at moderate lift coefficients and 
high subsonic speeds. 

lNI'RODUCTION 

The need for high-speed wing plan forms that must necessarily be 
a compromise between the aerodynamic requirements of low drag and good 
stability and the loading demands on structure has led to numerous 
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investigations of the subsonic and supersonic longitudinal character
istics of a variety of low-aspect-ratio plan forms. For example, in 
reference 1 the subsonic and supersonic characteristics at Reynolds num
bers from about 1.5 X 106 to about 5 X 106 of a rather large number of 
wing-fuselage configurations employing low-aspect-ratio wings of various 
plan forms have been summarized. For the transonic speed range, refer
ences 2 and 3 present the results of extensive systematic investigations 
of the wing-alone characteristics of thin, low-aspect-ratio, tapered 
wings by the transonic-bump technique. Reference 2 presents the tran
sonic characteristics of delta wings and clipped delta wings of various 
thickness ratios and aspect ratios at Reynolds numbers of about 2.5 X 106 , 
whereas reference 3 presents the characteristics of fully tapered and 
clipped wings having various leading-edge and trailing-edge sweep angles 
at Reynolds numbers of about 0.9 X 106 • This summary of the aforemen
tioned investigations suggests the need for transonic information at rela
tively high Reynolds numbers and with the wing in the presence of a body. 

The present investigation is the second of a series at larger scale 
in the Langley transonic blowdown tunnel on the longitudinal characteris
tics of delta-wing---body combinations through the transonic speed range. 
The effect of leading-edge camber on a delta wing of aspect ratio 3 and 
thickness. ratio of 3 percent has been reported in reference 4. The pres
ent report contains the characteristics of an aspect-ratio-4 delta Wing, 
an aspect-ratio-3 delta wing, and a modified delta wing of aspect ratio 3 
and taper ratio 0.2. All three wings were 4 percent thick and were tested 
on a cylindrical body of fineness ratio 9.63. The tests were made at 
Mach numbers from 0.67 to 1.38 at angles of attack up to 200 • The 
Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord was about 5 X 106 at 
angles of attack up to 120. 

L/D 

(L/D) max 

Cr.opt 

SYMBOLS 

drag coeff~cient, Drag/qS 

drag coefficient at zero lift 

lift coefficient, Lift/qS 

pitching-moment coefficient, 

lift-drag ratio 

Pitching moment about cf4 
qSC 

maximum value of lift-drag ratio 

lift coefficient at (L/D)max 
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A 

b 

S 

c 

y 

K 

M 

p 

q 

R 

ex. 

aspect ratio 

total wing span 

total wing area 

wing chord at any value of y 

wing mean aerodynamic chord, 

spanwise distance from and normal to model center line 

drag-due-to-lift factor, 
Cn-Cn o 

average free-stream Mach number at model location 

free-stream static pressure 

free-stream absolute stagnation pressure 

free-stream dynamic pressure, 7PM2/2 

ratio of specific heats, 1.4 for air 

free-stream Reynolds number based on C 

angle of attack of model center line, d~g 

taper ratio, Tip chord 
Root chord 

APPARATUS AND ME.THODS 

Models 

3 

Details of the three wing-body configurations tested are shown in 
figure 1. All wings had NACA 65A004 airfoil sections parallel to the 
model center line and were located on the body such that the c/4 point 
for each wing was at the same longitudinal body station. The first wing 
was an aspect-ratio-4 delta wing (450 leading-edge sweep). The second 
wing was a delta wing of aspect ratio 3 (530 leading-edge sweep}. The 
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third wing, herein referred to as the clipped wing, had an aspect ratio 
of 3 with leading-edge. sweep of 450 and a taper ratio of 0.2. In order 
for the wing to have this plan form, the trailing edge was necessarily 
swept 6.30 • The tips were formed by revolution of the tip-section ordi
nates about the chord line. A photograph of this model is shown in 
figure 2. All wings were solid steel and were mounted, with zero inci
dence and zero dihedr~l, at the body center line. 

The body was a hollow steel shell having an ogival nose 3.5 diam
eters in length and a cylindrical afterbody. The fineness ratio of the 
body was 9.63. The radius of curvature of the ogival nose was l2.5 body 
diameters. 

Tunnel 

The investigation was conducted in the Langley transonic blowdown 
tunnel in which Mach numbers up to l.4 can be attained. At a given Mach 

number, the Reynolds number can be varied from approximately 8 X l06 to 
24 X l06 per foot of chord by varying the stagnation pressure from 25 to 
70 lb/sq in. abs (psia). Mach number distribution at the model location 
was constant within ±O.Ol. (See ref~ 4 for distribution.) 

Tests 

The investigation covered a Mach number range from 0.67 to l.30 at 
angles of attack from about 0° to l2° for a stagnation pressure of . 
70 lb/sq in. abs and at angles of attack from lOo to 200 for a stagnation 
pressure of 35 lb/sq in. abs. For a Mach number of l.38, data were 
obtained at a stagnation pressure of 50 lb/sq in. abs at angles of attack 
from about 00 to l2°. The limits of angle of attack were dictated by bal
ance load limitations or by the angle-of-attack mechanism. Reynolds num
bers based on c for the various stagnation pressures are shown in 
figure 3. For all tests, the surface of the model was in a smooth condi
tion. Shock reflections from the tunnel wall intersected the model at . 
Mach numbers between about l.04 and l.lO. Inasmuch as this condition 
introduces tunnel-wall effects on the force and moment data which may be 
appreciable, no such data are presented in this Mach number range. 

Measurements 

The model was attached to an internal three-component strain-gage 
balance which in turn was attached to a sting support. (See figure l.) 
Two small pressure tubes extended inside the base of the body for the 
purpose of recording base pressures. Normal force, chord force, pitching 
moment, and base-pressure data were recorded simultaneuusly on film. The 
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chord-force coefficient was adjusted to a condition of base pressure 
equal to free-stream static pressure. Normal- and chord-force coeffi
cients were converted to lift and drag coefficients by the usual methods. 
In addition to the previously mentioned error in Mach number distribu
tion, there is a variation of Mach number with angle of attack, and the 
overall accuracy is within to.Ol5. 

Corrections 

Reference 5 shows that, for slotted tunnels where the ratio of model 
size to tunnel size is about that of the present investigation, the jet
boundary effects are negligible; therefore, no such correction has been 
made to the data. Angle of attack was corrected for sting and balance 
deflection resulting from aerodynamic load. 

An investigation to determine the static effects of elasticity indi
cated that for the most flexible wing the aeroelasticity produced a maxi
mum decrease in lift-curve slope on the order of 2 percent and a forward 
shift in aerodynamic-center position of less than O.Ole. In the data 
presented, however, no correction for aeroelasticity has been applied. 

Inasmuch as no other systematic errors are known to exist, it is 
believed that an indication of the accuracy of the data can best be deter
mined from the scatter of test points. 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

The results of the investigation are presented as follows: 

CL against a for

Aspect-ratio-4 delta wing. • 
Aspect-ratio-3 delta wing. 
Aspect-ratio-3 clipped wing. 

. . 

(dCrlda)~=o against M for all wings • 

CD against CL 
Aspect-ratio-4 
Aspect-ratio-3 
Aspect-ratio-3 

for -
delta wing. • 
delta wing. 
clipped wing. • • 

Figure 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
4(a) 
4(b) 
4(c) 

. . . . • • • 5 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.6(a) 
6(b) 
6(c) 

CD against M for all wings •• . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
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LjD against ~ for
Aspect-ratio-4 delta wing. • • 
Aspect-ratio-3 delta wing. • 
Aspect-ratio-3 clipped wing. • 

(LjD)max and CL t against M for all wings. 
. op 
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, 

8(a) 
8(b) 
8(c) 
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Cm against ~ for
Aspect-ratio-4 delta wing. • • • • 
Aspect-ratio-3 delta wing. • 
Aspect-ratio-3 clipped wing. • 

. . . . . . . 10(a) 
10(b) 
10(c) 

(dCmld~)~=O against M for all wings • 11 

DISCUSSION 

Measurements for the aspect-ratio-3 delta wing were made at fewer 
Mach numbers than for the other two wings because of the expected simi
larity of results to those of the uncambered, aspect-ratio-3, 3-percent
thick, delta wing reported in reference 4. Comparison of the results of 
the present investigation with those of reference 4 indicates that these 
two delta wings of different thickness ratio do exhibit similar lift and 
pitching-moment characteristics although a difference in drag at super
sonic speeds (commensurate with the difference in thickness ratio) was 
measured. 

Lift Characteristics 

. The basic lift data are presented in figure 4. In general, the 
curves are linear to about 0.4 lift coefficient at all Mach numbers. All 
three wings have a slight joggle in lift-curve slope at lift coefficients 
from 0.6 to 0.8 at high subsonic Mach numbers. Although maximum lift 
coefficient was not reached, indications are that the delta wing of aspect 
ratio 3 has less rounding off at the higher angles of attack than the 
other two wings at lower subsonic Mach numbers. Higher maximum lift coef
ficient would be expected to result from the increased leading-edge vor
tex strength on the wing of highest leading-edge sweep at the lower speeds. 
(See ref. 6.) Reference 7 ·indicates that this trend reverses at a Mach 
number of about 0.93. 

The measured values of lift-curve slope presented in figure 5 show 
that, of. the three wings tested, the aspect~ratio-4 delta wing had the 
highest lift-curve slope and the aspect-ratio-3 delta wing had the lowest 
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throughout the Mach number range. Thus, it is seen that a reduction in 
aspect ratio from 4 to 3 by clipping the tip of the wing is less detri
mental to the lift-curve slope than by increasing the leading-edge sweep. 
This conclusion is in qualitative agreement with theory as may be seen 
from figure 5. 

Although the measured lift-curve slopes were less than theory, the 
aspect-ratio-4 delta wing had a lift-curve slope which was higher than 
that of the aspect-ratio-3 delta wing by about 20 to 30 percent, which 
was about the percentage difference predicted by theory. The aspect
ratio-3 clipped delta wing had a lift-curve slope which was higher than 
the aspect-ratio-3 full delta wing by about 15 to 20 percent which was 
a relatively higher percentage than was predicted by theory. The fact 
that the clipped delta wing produced a lift-curve slope closer to theory 
than the full delta wing may be explained by the fact that the theory 
does not take into account the relatively large area of separated flow 
at the tips of the full deltas. (See ref. 6 for a discussion of the flow 
phenomena over thin swept wings.) The method of reference 8 was used to 
obtain the theoretical lift-curve slopes for the wing-body combinations. 
This method requires wing-alone lift-curve slopes, which were obtained 
for subsonic speeds from the theory of reference 9 and for supersonic 
speeds from the theory of reference 10. 

Drag Characteristics 

Basic drag polars are presented in figure 6. Figure 7 shows that 
the transonic-drag-coefficient rise of 0.0082 at zero lift for the aspect
ratio-3 delta wing is slightly less than for the other two wings and 
begins at a slightly higher Mach number. This difference might be attrib
uted to the higher sweep angle which reduces drag in itself and also pro
duces a more favorable longitudinal area distribution. At subsonic speeds 
and at the highest Mach number attained, the minimum drag is about the 
same for all wings. At lift coefficients of 0.3 and greater, the values 
of the drag coefficients of the clipped wing are very close to those for 
the aspect-ratio-4 delta wing, particularly at supersonic Mach numbers, 
a fact which further indicates the importance of leading-edge sweep. 

Figure 8 pre~ents LjD plotted against lift coefficient for the 
three wing-body combinations. Values of (LjD)max and ~ were taken 

from figure 8 and plotted against Mach number in figure 
(LjD) is about 3 percent lower for the clipped wing max 

opt 
9 to show that 
than for the 

aspect-ratio-4 delta wing and about 8 percent lower for the aspect-ratio-3 
delta wing than for the aspect-ratio-4 delta wing. This indicates that a 
reduction in aspect ratio by clipping the tips (no change in leading-edge 
sweep) is less detrimental to (LjD)max than by increasing the leading-

edge sweep. In general, all three wings lose an increment of about 4 in 
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(L/D)max between a Mach number of 0.95 and 1.05. The lift coefficient 

at (L/D)~ is about the same for the aspect-ratio-4 delta wing and the 

clipped wing but is lower for the aspect-ratio-3 delta wing between Mach 
numbers of about 0.9 to 1.2. 

The theoretical values of (L/D)max presented in figure 9 were 

obtained from the relation lV 1 • 
2 KCno 

For fUll leading-edge suction, the 

drag-due-to-lift factor K was taken as -h for subsonic speeds and was 
1CA 

obtained from reference 10 for supersonic speeds. The values of K for 

zero leading-edge suction were taken as 1 where 

(d~\ ' 
5703 ad)~=o 

(dCLi&k)~=o was obtained from the theoretical values of figure 5. 

Experiment falls between the full- and zero-suction theories, and the 
trends with Mach number and plan form are generally well predicted by 
theory. As was the case for (d~/&k) ~=;O' experimental values of 

(L/D)ma.x are higher relative to the theoretical values for the clipped 
wing than for the two delta wings. Again,this is probably due to the 
fact that the loss of lift over the delta wing tips is greater than that 
over the clipped wing tips. 

Pitching-Moment Characteristics 

The basic pitching-moment curves of figure 10 are generally linear 
for all wings to at least 0.3 lift coefficient. At Mach numbers less 
than 0.94, the clipped-wing curves are linear to greater values of ~ 
than are those for'the delta wings. A decrease in stability, which 
occurs for all wings at subsonic Mach numbers and moderate lift coeffi
cients, is coincident with the joggle in the lift-curve slope previously 
mentioned and appears to be the result of a flow phenomenon characteris
tic of delta wings. (See, for example, ref. 11.) There is some indica
tion that the flow in the unstable region may be affected by Reynolds 
number. (See the curves for M = 0.96 and 0.97.) 

Clipping the wing tip appears to improve the high lift instability 
only slightly. It is of interest to note that clipping the tips of a 
60 0 delta wing (ref. 12) to a taper ratio of 0.25 resulted in elimination 
of the instability joggle. This apparent inconsistency with the present 
data is explained by figure 15 of reference 13 which shows that the high
speed ?tability boundary is determined largely by aspect ratio and 
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quarter-chord sweep from which it may be seen that clipping the aspect
ratio-4 delta wing of the present investigation might not reduce the 
aspect ratio sufficiently for appreciably improved stability. 

From the curves of (dCmld~)~=o presented in figure 11, it is 

seen that the rearward aerodynamic-center shift through the ~ransonic 
range is about O.llc for the aspect-ratio-3 delta wing and about 0.15c 
for the other two wings between Mach numbers of 0.87 and 1.20. Theory 
shows that the shift is greater for the aspect-ratio-4 delta wing than 
for the aspect-ratio-3 delta wing and also that at supersonic speed the 
aerodynamic center for both delta wings is about 0.50c. This is some
what rearward of the experimental location, a fact which may be attrib
uted to loss of lift on the tips. In order to obtain the theoretical 
aerodynamic center for the delta wings, the method of reference 8 has 
been used in conjunction with wing-alone lift-curve slopes taken from 
references 9 and 10 and wing-alone centers of pressure taken from refer
ence 14. Theoretical aerodynamic center has not been calculated for the 
clipped wing because of the complexity of the methods that are reliable 
in the transonic range. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An investigation at transonic speeds to determine the static longi
tudinal aerodynamic characteristics of an aspect-ratio-4 delta wing, an 
aspect-ratio-3 delta wing, and a swept wing closely approaching a clipped 
delta wing of aspect ratio 3, each in combination with a body, led to the 
following conclusions: 

1. The aspect-ratio-4 delta wing had the highest lift-curve slope 
and the highest value of maximum lift-drag ratio through the Mach number 
range. 

2. The aspect-ratio-3 delta wing had an aerodynamic-center shift 
from subsonic to supersonic speeds of about 11 percent mean aerodynamic 
chord as compared with 15 percent for the other two wings. 

3. Reduction of the aspect ratio by clipping the tips had less 
adverse affect than reduction of the aspect ratio by increasing the sweep 
angle; therefore, for a wing of aspect ratio 3, the clipped-wing config
uration, in general, had better characteristics than the full-taper 
configuration. 
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4. All wings exhibited a slight joggle in the lift curves and a 
destabilizing joggle in the pitching-moment curves at moderate lift coef
ficients and high subsonic speeds. 

Langley Aeronautical Laporatory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., January 6, 1955. 
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Figure 2.- Photograph of the clipped-wing model mounted on the sting. L-83934 
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